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KEMMLIT n 

As market leader for washroom cubicles, 

KEMMLIT offer a variety of high class 

solutions ranging from cubicles and 

lockers to entire washrooms. Everything 

we do is based on a clear commitment 10 

the highest quality regarding products, 

our consulting service and installation. 
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What sets us apart is qualified know-how, 

state-of-the-art manufacturing and 

innovative design. For these reasons 

we have received numerous prizes and 

awards within the last few years. 

What can we do for you? 

For further information: 

www.kemmlituk.com 
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PRIMO imooth, wet area suitable, sturdy 

Innovation is a trademark of KEMMLIT. In 

the 1970s, KEMMLIT launched 

PRIMO - the first solid grade laminate 

HPL sandwich system. Since then, the 

system has been continually further 

developed and improved. The construc

tion with foam-filled PVC frames and 

visible door stop profiles gradually 

developed into a smooth-surfaced 
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system with environmentally friendly 

components. Meanwhile PRIMO is 

available in two different constructions: 

PRIMO Kn made of 42 mm thick and 

PRIMO F made of 30 mm thick solid 

grade laminate HPL composite elements. 

Both solutions are defined by their 

absolute smooth-surfaced appearance, 

wet-area suitability and stability. 







































PRIMO 

PRIMO is characterised by a multitude of colours and combination possibilities. The selection is nearly boundless. 

In addition to the standard colours shown, the panels and doors can be created in PRIMO BICoior with different colours 

on both sides. Also available on request are special colours and individual digital prints. The PRIMO colour concept also 

covers the partition wall system saniOub and of course, perfectly matches all other KEMMLIT products. 

Panels and doors.; 

Troffic white 9317 
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Cappuccino 1117 
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Light tllf!Y 7208 
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Corn Youow 1708 
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l.19000 b1u!J 5408 
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Profiles•, hinges, furniture, supporting legs and accessories: 
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Red 11 
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Colour concept 
vnlid from 07/2017 

Manh..Ulan 05 
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Dark te<l 01 
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An1hrac:ito 03 
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Yellow10 
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Orm190 2711 
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Silvc, 7408 

Dark Ulu@ 04 
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Stainless s.1eet V2A 12 

.. colours tor PRIMO j(n head raits, U,protlles. and corner Pfort'les.; panel .and door profiles ontv available in satin a"odised"'OS. 

The cok>urs shown may sllg.hlfv differ from the original colour due to lypographlc reasons. We would gladlv advise you personally, 










